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Abstract

We introduce an expandable Bayesian network
(EBN) to handle the combination of diverse mul-
tiple homogeneous evidence sets. An EBN is an
augmented Bayesian network which instantiates
its structure at runtime according to the structure
of input. We show an application of an EBN for a
multi-view 3-D object description problem in
computer vision. The experiments show that the
proposed method gives reasonable performance
even for an unlearned structure of input data.

1. Introduction

It is common in machine learning that training data and
test data have the same structure. An exception is found in
Bayesian networks, which allow missing data. But, in
some applications, the structure of input data is not deter-
mined when the system is developed. Such a case can be
found in computer vision applications dealing with multi-
ple images; the number of images to use is not determined
when the classifiers are trained. In this paper, we present
an expandable Bayesian network which modifies its struc-
ture for input at runtime. We show an application of an
expandable Bayesian network for a multi-view 3-D object
description problem.

Computing a 3-D description (model) of an object from
images is a key goal of computer vision. It is common to
use more than one image of an object to retrieve 3-D infor-
mation efficiently. Often times, non-intensity data, such as
from radar and hyper-spectral sensors, are used as impor-
tant cues to reconstruct 3-D structures. The research here
has been focused on how to retrieve efficient evidence
from these information sources. Evidence from these vari-
ous sources is combined in a decision making process to
generate 3-D models. In spite of the importance of this
decision making process, it is usually done in anad hoc
way, such as a weighted summation where the weights are
determined by a trial and error process of a human devel-
oper. Few efforts (Sarkar & Boyer, 1995; Maloofet al.,

1998; Kim & Nevatia, 1999) are found to use formal rea
soning and machine learning in this domain; however, th
only deal with evidence from a single image.

Traditional classification techniques can be applied f
such classification problems. Difficulties come when w
incorporate the evidence from multiple images and mul
ple sensors. First of all, the number of views (images)
not fixed when the system is developed. Therefore, w
need to combine an unknown number of features (e
dence) for the classification. We need multiple copies o
classifier which act in a homogeneous way. But simp
keeping multiple copies of a classifier is not enoug
because we may also have evidence from other sourc
The evidence features from those sources are view-in
pendent which means that they are independent of
number of views used. Therefore, we need to find a form
way to homogeneously combine the evidence from imag
(view-dependent) and the evidence from other sourc
(view-independent). Another difficulty is that we often
have missing evidence because some sensor data are
available.

We introduce the use of Bayesian network in this proble
domain. A Bayesian network has several advantages
this problem. First of all, it gives a formal representatio
of the problem and guarantees probabilistic optimu
given some assumptions. Secondly, it istransparent, as all
the parameters are represented as probabilities, makin
easier for the system developer to understand their me
ing in helping design improvements. Thirdly, it has stron
representational power; any causal relationship can ea
be represented by a Bayesian network. Finally, it hand
missing data; we still get the probabilistic optimum eve
when some of the evidence is not available. However, t
homogeneous combination of view-dependent and vie
independent evidence still remains a difficulty. We prese
an augmentation, an expandable Bayesian network (EB
which instantiates its structure at runtime according to t
structures of input applied.

We first give a brief introduction on Bayesian networks i
Section 2. Then, we present expandable Bayesian n
works (Section 3). We apply an EBN to a multi-view 3-D
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object description system called MVS (Multi-View System
for building detection and description; Noronha & Nevatia,
1997). In Section 4, we introduce MVS briefly and describe
issues on applying an EBN to the system. We show experi-
mental results in Section 5 and present the conclusion.

2. Background

We use boldface letters, such as and , for random vari-
ables or sets of random variables while plane letters repre-
sent certain assignments. Boldface letters are also used to
represent nodes of a Bayesian network.

A Bayesian network(Pearl, 1988) is a directed acyclic graph
with random variables as its nodes. Edges represent causal
relationships where all the child nodes are conditionally
independent given a parent node. Each node has a set of con-
ditional probabilities as a function of its parent nodes (repre-
sented as a conditional probability table, CPT, for quantized
variables). The process of computing probabilities of some
nodes given probabilities of other nodes is the process of
Bayesian inference.

The structure of a Bayesian network can be determined by
the known causal relations between nodes or learned by sta-
tistical methods (Friedman, Geiger, & Goldszmidt, 1997).
Generally, when the structure is given by the former method,
it is called a causal Bayesian network. When the nodes are
discrete, CPT values can be estimated by simply collecting
the statistics from examples. When a parametrized curves,
such as Gaussian distributions, are used to represent the con-
ditional probabilities, EM algorithm is often used to find the
best parameters (Heckerman, 1995).

Sometimes,hidden nodes (unobservable nodes) are intro-
duced for several reasons. They are used for semantic reason,
compactness of the structure (Binderet al., 1997), or to sat-
isfy the axioms of conditional independence (Pearl, 1986).
Since the CPT values of hidden nodes cannot be observed
directly, several approaches have been proposed to obtain
them (Pearl, 1986; Kwoh & Gillies, 1996; Binderet al.,
1997). Binder et al. (1997) introduced a gradient-based
approach, which can be applied generally. In this approach,
the probability of observed evidence is maximized. In each
iteration (or epoch), a conditional probability
of a node  and its parents  is updated with

, (1)

wheren is the number of examples, is a set of observable
evidence variables on the th example, andD = .
There is a constraint that the sum of the conditional probabil-
ities given parent should be 1. Therefore, the resulting
parameters are projected onto this constraint space.

In gradient-based approaches, simulated annealing is o
used to maximize (or minimize) objective (or error) func
tions for avoiding local maxima (minima), which requires
significant amount of computation. But, when a reasonab
set of initial parameters are given, it is less likely to find
local maximum even with a simple greedy algorithm. Fo
Bayesian networks, we can manually give reasonably go
initial parameters since they are transparent. Thus, when
have enough knowledge on the evidence variables, we
simply use a greedy algorithm to find the optimal param
ters.

3. Expandable Bayesian Networks

We face several difficulties in applying Bayesian networks
a multi-view 3-D object description problem. The classifie
should give an optimal decision for any number of view
supplied. For example, say the number of evidence variab
collected from each view is ten, the Bayesian network shou
have 20 nodes when two views are used, and 30 for th
views. Moreover, the result should be commutative wi
respect to the views; it should give the same result regardl
of the order of the views. Therefore, the conditional prob
bilities for the same evidence should be the same through
views. We augment Bayesian networks to allow modific
tions of their structures at runtime.

In the augmented Bayesian network (we call it an expan
able Bayesian network; EBN), we haverepeatablenodes for
view-dependent evidence variables. When an input data
is applied, a repeatable node is instantiated into multip
copies according to the number of the respective input da
Figure 1 shows an example EBN. Figure 1a shows atem-
plate network and Figure 1b and Figure 1c show examp
networkinstancesfor various input structures. With an EBN,
homogeneous combination between view-dependent v
ables and view-independent variables are also poss
because we can simply set view-independent variables
non-repeatable nodes.

The implementation is simple; we can easily make a
instance by copying repeatable nodes according to the str
tures of input. For each view, CPT entries and the edg
(links) of the nodes are copied. When some of the edges
connected to other repeatable nodes, the instances of
edges should be linked to the instances of those nodes wh
are for the same view. For some applications, such as
MVS which will be described in Section 4, we only use tw
or three different network instances for hundreds of data se
For such a case, we do not generate new network instan
for every input data, but reuse an instance for the same c
figuration of input data.

To learn the parameters of an EBN, we need to first app
learning to each instance and project the learned parame
onto the constraint space that , where and
are the conditional probabilities of th and th instance of
repeatable node. Suppose , wherem is

X U

w P X U( )=
X U

∆w
w∂
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P D( )
P X U, Di( )

w
----------------------------
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the number of instances, is projected onto the constraint
space and the projected parameter is . We
get

.

By applying simple algebra, we find that the projection cor-
responds to averaging all the conditional probabilities of the
instances;

. (2)

For hidden nodes, we follow the approach of Binderet al.
(1997); apply the projection, Equation (2), to the result of
Equation (1). But, unfortunately, Equation (1) cannot be
directly applied to an EBN because the structures of the
instances of are different for each input data . As an
approximation, we reverse the order; we apply Equation (1)
to the result of Equation (2). Then, we get

, (3)

where represents the conditional probabilities of the th
instance, , of a repeatable node to the parent node(s)

 of .

4. An EBN for a Building Description System

We present an application of an expandable Bayesian net-
work for the task of automatic detection and construction of
3-D models of buildings in aerial images. It is a task of inter-
est for many applications such as for radiowave reachability
tests for wireless communications, computer graphics, vir-
tual reality, and mission planning. It has proven to be diffi-
cult to automate and has been an active research area.

The number of views (images) used for the modeling is usu-
ally two (stereo), but some of the recent work show good
results with 6 or more images used (Baillardet al., 1999). In
addition, non-intensity sensor data, such as HYDICE
(HYper-spectral Digital Imagery Collection Experiment)
and IFSAR (Inter-Ferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar),

may be used. Also, often times, a DEM (Digital Elevatio
Map) is generated from stereo analysis and used as a s
rate input. The decision making is done based on the e
dence collected from these various sources.

We apply an EBN to a 3-D building description system
called MVS (Multi-View System for building detection and
description; Noronha & Nevatia, 1997). MVS uses multip
images and sensor data to detect and describe 3-D mode
rectilinear buildings. Figure 2 shows the building descriptio
procedure of MVS, and Figure 3 shows example interme
ate results displayed on image windows of Fort Hood are
First, image features, such as lines, are extracted (Figure
By grouping those features, 3-D building hypotheses a
generated (Figure 3c). The next step is that of the verificati
which is to classify building hypotheses from non-buildin
ones. Figure 3d shows a desired classification result. Si
MVS generates many overlapping hypotheses in the hypo
esis generation stage, an overlap analysis procedure
required to get final buildings.

We apply an EBN to the classification task of thehypothesis
verification. For the classification, we collect evidence sup
port both from view-dependent (images) and view-indepe
dent (other sensors and DEM) sources. Table 1 summari
the evidence variables used for the classification. Vie
dependent evidence consists of three parts, which are the
dence supports for the roof, the shadow, and the wall o
building, respectively. Some of them have continuous valu
while the others are either binary or ternary. For details
the evidence, see Noronha and Nevatia (1997), and Huer
Nevatia, and Landgrebe (1999).

The next subsections describe issues of applying an EBN
this problem; representation of continuous probability dist
butions and construction of an EBN structure.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1.(a) A simple EBN with two nodes.Y is a repeatable node;
(b) an instance whenY has two values; (c) an instance whenY has
three values.
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Figure 2.A flow diagram for MVS. An EBN is applied for the
Building Hypothesis Verification procedure.
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ed from
(a) Original Image Windows

(b) Line Segments

(c) 3-D Building Hypotheses

(e) Positive Hypotheses

Figure 3.(a) Aerial images taken from Fort Hood, Texas; (b) line segments extracted from (a); (c) 3-D building hypotheses generat
the line segments of (b), and; (e) a desired classification result (positive hypotheses).
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4.1 Representation of Probability Distributions

In MVS, some of the probability distributions are multidi-
mensional continuous ones. There are several considerations
for an effective representation of continuous distributions.
First of all, the number of parameters should be small
enough to avoid overfitting while allowing representations of
a variety of distribution shapes. Also, the distribution func-
tion should be non-negative and, for continuous node, the
total area of the cut of the distribution given arbitrary values
of the parent nodes should sum up 1. Moreover, for a discrete
node with continuous parents, an interfunctional normaliza-
tion rule is applied:

,

where are particular assignments of a continuous node ,
are the parent nodes of , are the function parameters

for , is a conditional probability
density function, and  is a constant function of value 1.

With these considerations, two different approaches can be
applied. The first is to use parametric curves such as normal
distribution curves. Unfortunately, it is almost impossible to
find a parametric multidimensional distribution which satis-
fies all the conditions. The problem becomes easier if all the
continuous nodes have single discrete parents and no chil-
dren, such as in a naive Bayesian classifier− a Gaussian dis-
tribution satisfies the condition, for example. Still, this was
not applied for MVS since we could not find any good one-
dimensional distribution which fits evidence distributions for
MVS. Therefore, we applied the second approach which is to
quantize the distributions into several discrete levels. For
MVS, we discretized continuous evidence input for 5 differ-
ent levels. For another approach with parametric distribu-
tions, see Pearl (1988), Heckerman (1995), and Binderet al.
(1997).

4.2 Structuring the EBN

Learning the structure of a Bayesian network has been one of
the key issues for the Bayesian network research. Usually,
when the causal relationships between the nodes are not

clear, pure statistical approaches are applied to find the str
ture connecting the observable nodes (Heckerman, 19
Friedman, Geiger, & Goldszmidt, 1997). However, most
these approaches follow an iterative technique and it is n
easy to find a globally optimal structure; a biased netwo
structure can be obtained according to the initial conditio
For example, suppose we know that there is no direct re
tionship between roof standard deviation (RS) and shadow
strong junctions (SS). However, there is a strong correlation
between the prior distributions ofRS and SS because, for
positive hypotheses, bothRS andSS have high values. Thus,
the pure statistical approach may create a link betweenRS
and SS which creates biased results. Also, often time
causal explanations for the resulting network are not cle
which, as a result, brings lack oftransparency.

We designed a causal Bayesian network for MVS accordi
to our knowledge of the evidence structure which is shown
Table 1. Figure 4 shows the causal Bayesian network. H
den nodes are used for the evidence variables of the sa
categories. For example, a positive building hypothes
causes strong wall evidence, and strong wall evidence cau
strong vertical lines (WV) and baselines (WB) of the wall. A
nodeSize is added because each evidence node has differ
distributions according to the different sizes of the hypoth
ses. With the nodeSize, the network is not singly connected
aconditioning method(Russell & Norvig, 1995), which is to
make multiple copies forSize, is used to apply a linear time
algorithm.

However, purely depending on our intuitive knowledge ma
not be reliable either because sometimes it could be wro
For example, the correlation between roof negative lin
(RN) and roof standard deviation (RS), given Building on
940 examples is -0.02 while the correlation ofRS in view 1
and view 2 is 0.65. In fact, it is matter of course thatRP, RN
andRS are conditionally independent givenBuilding which
means that our intuitive knowledge on using hidden no

Table 1.Evidence used in MVS.

Category Evidence

Roof Supporting lines (RP), Distracting
lines (RN), Standard deviation (RS)

Shadow Strong junctions (SS), Weak junctions
(SW), Horizontal lines (SH), Vertical
lines (SV), Darkness (SD)

Wall Vertical lines (WV), Baselines (WB)

view-independent DEM cue coverage (DEM),
HYDICE cue coverage (HYDICE),
IFSAR cue coverage (IFSAR)
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Figure 4.A causal Bayesian network for MVS. Nodes in shadowe
circles (italicized letters) are repeatable nodes and nodes w
dotted boundaries are hidden (unobservable) nodes.
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Roof was not reasonable. Instead, there is a strong correla-
tion among instances ofRS for each view - it is easy to fig-
ure out because, given a building, the intensity statistics of
the roof on each view should be very similar. Therefore, we
need to add a hidden node forRS to handle the correlation
problem. Figure 5 shows a Bayesian network constructed
based on the correlation analysis.

5. Experimental Results and Discussion

To evaluate the suggested approach, we created several
learning data sets from several aerial image window sets.
First, building hypotheses were generated from each window
set which consists of two or three views of the same area.
From the building hypotheses, we created a learning data set
by displaying one hypothesis at a time to a human and ask-
ing for a decision on whether it is positive or not. 1077 learn-
ing examples were collected from 12 different image
combinations of 9 different locations; 705 of them were
determined to be positive and 372 to be negative hypotheses.
109 of them had evidence from both HYDICE and DEM,
and 64 had only HYDICE evidence.

We implemented the EBN of Figure 5 and tested with the
data set described above. Continuous variables were dis-
cretized into 5 different levels and hidden nodes were set to
be 3-valued. To effectively set the initial parameters for itera-
tive learning, an EBN without hidden nodes was imple-
mented. First, the parameters of the EBN without hidden
nodes were learned, then they were used as a guide to gener-
ate the initial parameters of the iterative learning. For exam-
ple, P(SS|Shadow = 2, Size) was set to beP(SS|Building,
Size) of the EBN without hidden nodes,P(SS|Shadow = 0,
Size) to be P(SS|~Building, Size), and P(SS|Shadow = 1,
Size) was set to be a uniform distribution initially.

We present three experiments with this EBN. In the first tw
experiments, we compare the results with a naive Bayes
classifier. Note that naive Bayesian classifiers show go
performances for many classification problems (Kohav
1995; John & Langley, 1995; Domingos & Pazzani, 1997
For the naive Bayesian classifier, evidence variables w
continuous values were also discretized into 5 different le
els. Naive Bayesian classifiers do not provide a formal w
of dealing with view-dependent evidence; we designed a
trained it for a single view, and averaged the outputs of
views and thresholded the decision. Formal combinations
view-dependent and view-independent evidence are not s
ported in naive Bayesian classifiers either. For a fair comp
ison, view-independent evidence, such asHYDICE andDEM,
is not used for the first two experiments. The use of the vie
independent evidence is presented in the last experiment

For a binary classification problem, a trade-off exis
between missing rate (or detection rate) and false alarm ra
For example, if we change parameters, such as a thresh
to reduce the missing rate, we get more false alarms. On
other hand, if we change the threshold to reduce false alar
the missing rate goes up. A certain point on the trade-
curve can be emphasized according to an application. The
fore, we show the results in terms of trade-off curves rath
than choose certain points on them with fixed paramete
The trade-off curves are commonly called ROC (“Receiv
Operating Characteristics”) curves, which have been intr
duced for computer vision applications by Maloofet al.
(1998). In this paper, missing rate is the ratio of false neg
tives to all the positive hypotheses and false alarm rate is
ratio of false positives to all the positive hypotheses.

For statistical verification, we applyk-fold cross validations
(Kohavi, 1995) to get ROC curves. Note that, either for th
naive Bayesian classifier or for the EBN, the only parame
that determines the trade-off is the threshold value for t
posterior probability, which is not involved in the learning
process. Therefore, we can generate ROC curves by sim
modifying the threshold. To apply ak-fold cross validation to
get an ROC curve, we first collect the posterior probabilitie
of the test data from all the folds. Then, we obtain missin
rates and false alarm rates with various threshold values.
get statistical variations, we apply cross validations for
number of times and calculated the means and the stand
deviations (confidence intervals) of missing rates for give
false alarm rates. The resulting ROC curves for the next su
sections have small confidence intervals (mostly under 1
point), which illustrates the reliability of the proposed analy
sis.

5.1 Testing View-dependent Evidence

First, we compare the performance between the propo
EBN and the naive Bayesian classifier. For all exampl
(1077), stratified 5-fold cross validations were repeated f
10 times and ROC curves were obtained with confiden
intervals. View-independent evidence was not used. Figur
shows the resulting ROC curves. The EBN shows a cons

Figure 5.A Bayesian network for MVS constructed based on
correlation analysis. Note that roof standard deviation (RS) is
correlated among instances of views.
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tent and significant improvement over the naive Bayesian
classifier. Given a false alarm rate, the improvement is up to
5 times bigger than the confidence interval. We believe that
the reasonable use of the hidden nodes, the stronger repre-
sentational power of the Bayesian network (i.e., the use of
the node,Size), and, finally, a formalism for the varying
numbers of views explains its higher performance over the
naive Bayesian classifier.

5.2 Testing Different Numbers of Views

In this experiment, we trained the classifiers with the data set
obtained from two views (804 examples) and tested on the
data set obtained from three views (400 examples). There-
fore, the structure of the test data is not compatible with that
of the training data. Figure 7 shows the resulting ROC
curves. It is easy to see that the EBN generalizes the exam-
ples of a different number of views better than the naive
Bayesian classifier. Figure 8 shows error rate (missing rate)
in relation to the number of training examples. To obtain the
training curve of Figure 8, we fixed the false alarm rate to be
5%. Although, due to its large parameter space, the EBN
does not show a good performance for a small number (80)
of training examples, it shows better performance than that
of the naive Bayesian classifiers for the most cases. This is
highly encouraging because, unlike the previous experiment,
the training data set and the test data set have very different
characteristics. In the previous experiment with cross valida-
tions, the training data and the test data are randomly chosen
from a common pool, but, here, they are from different site
locations, and they have different structures.

5.3 Adding View-independent Evidence

Finally, to show the homogeneous combination of view-
dependent and view-independent evidence in the EBN, we
present the result when some of the view-independent evi-

dence variables,HYDICE and DEM, are incorporated. In
Figure 9, we compare the result with the one without usin
the view-independent evidence (the same curve as the on
Figure 6). It shows an improvement mostly becauseHYDICE
and DEM provide a good separation between positive a
negative hypotheses. Here, we do not present the compar
with other classifiers because they do not provide a form
way to combine view-dependent evidence and view-ind
pendent evidence.

6. Conclusion

We have introduced an augmented Bayesian network,
expandable Bayesian network (EBN), which handles t
combination of diverse multiple homogeneous evidence se
We have shown an application of an EBN for a multi-view 3
D object description problem and proved its use. It show

Figure 6.ROC curves with confidence intervals for the naive
Bayesian classifier and the EBN. Results of 10 stratified 5-fold
cross validations.
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Figure 7.ROC curves for the naive Bayesian classifier and th
EBN. Trained with two views and tested on three views.

Figure 8.Error versus the number of training examples. Traine
with two views and tested on three views (400 examples).
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reasonable performance even for the previously unlearned
structure of input data. We believe that the use of an EBN is
not limited to multi-view 3-D object description problems. It
provides formal reasoning for any multi-view vision applica-
tions. Moreover, it can be applied for other sensor fusion
applications, where multiple homogeneous sensors are used.
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Figure 9.A result when view-independent evidence is included.
Stratified 5-fold cross validations were repeated for 10 times.
Compared with the result of Figure 6.
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